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You should be able to.work through this package successfully without
having formally taken a first course in biostatistics, although you
will likely be more familiar with the terminology used and have more
insight intothe subject matter of this package having had such a
course.. Regardless of your formal background in biostatistics, you
should have the'foIlowing knowledge as.prerequisites:

6
1. Experience in reading and constructing tables and graphs:-

,2. Ability to make accurate mathematicatcalculations either by
hand orby.calculator.

3. Ability to identify and cqinpute a rate or proportio5 (p).
4. Abil4ty to convert a rate' in any base to a proportibn end
J. vice versa:

5., Ability to define'the. folTowingtencis (refer CO these defihiliOns
' if.y.pu have trouble later) : V ' . . a

_ ...-.
,

aj population - theNotality of people.defining "'group of. `-

interest -at the time 'of interest: ,,,. :

b. test population - a'pbptaatiohlor which yOu hive.a qUestion ''... ') 1

r students of demograbh.

Other'Related

Output Skills:

This programmed instructiobal pottage will show you when and why you
need to adjust rates and how adjustment 0 the direct method is done. -

You will learn how to adjust for faCtors other than age'qnd how to
interpret the results. Health-related examples are given and you
are encouraged to learn by solVing problems. When you have completed
this program you'will be able to:

1. State the conditions necessary for-rate adjustment.
2. 'Use these-condifions to evaluate whether such adjustment is

appropriate.
3. Given the necessary basic information, compute the direct adjusted

rates for two populations of interest.% .

4. Interpret the results of yourcohiputationi asto the comparison of
the overall mortality or morbidity experiences between the two
populations'of interest. .4

.

5.' Compute and idterpret adjusted-rates when the confoLding factor
is variable other than age: ,

.

. .

Estimated Work.ng Time: 11/2 -'- 2ifliours. .
.,

1

\Inte4ded Audience: Health science Ad:dents or professionals studying '

epidemiology end /or introductory biostatiptics;
,

of. interest (for, which won wish -to teatz:attflig). ..,
. 4c. overall rate - any,r!ite deactibing ors rizing"experfence. 1

,.

in an entire popUtatiop (as opposed to a specific'siegroup) ..
.

v. for some-c1 aracieristic of Interest:..,
_

cl...,c-Aide rate 7 air pVet'411;rate defined Ipy ehe .formula:'

number in entire poplilgLion:with characteristic of

during -the time of ineWast/total number in entire population
during-the time of interest: y

.

e. specific 301,4te-- a rate for a specific'subgroup ofja,popula-
tion of interest (example: age group 10-20.years).

f. distribution - a table or gtaph which shows the ( relative),
- . frequency-of persons in i population distributed into not- :.

overlapping categorieslof.a varble df interest..
g. populationat-risk (PAR) -'the number, of People in a popula-

tion used in the denominator of a rate;
h. a standard million - a populatioe(e.g., U.S. 1960) whose

numbers in specific categories have been changed so as to,.
1. total-one million while remaining inthe same relative

propOrtions,t

*If you would like more elaborationwith In example, turn to
,SeCti n 7, Appendix.
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ADJUSTED RATES': THE DIRECT- RATE

. h

.

.

INTRODUCTION

r

_ .

.If you ever become involved.in heaIth.or.medical*

'research, whefterthrbugh actpal experience.or through
vr- ,

readjAg.the literature, yoU,are very likely to encounter

the needlora .comparison of rats or. proportions for
some evens or characteristi acrosy different populations
.of interest. If' these populations (e.g. , diffeent

*1

t

communities, treatment group, exposure groups) are
4similarly constituted with respect to factors (such as

age, hex, race) associated with:the.event under study,

there would be no problem in comparing simple crude -rates
as they stand. However, if the populations are,,not

similarly constituted,.a straightforlArd comparisOn

crude rates may be Misleading. T

1

This package i* in.tendedto teach you (-1) the

condition's necessary fr recognizing such potentially

misleading situations; and (2) how to cope statistically
t

with $uch,situations thrdbgh a procedur\e which will.. '*

remove trheeffects of additivnal factors- (such as. age)

pn. the coMp&rison of interest. In general, we call this
p rocedure rate adjustment., \Rate adjustment ilses-several,

\

different methods;,in.thi's package, you will learn howy4R
use the direct methOd.

This package ,is divided into four sections a,
follows:

1. When to adjust4l'Utes.

2. : What adjusted- ratesdg and-how to.CompUte%

the directly adju.sted rate.

How to interpret adjusted rates.

4.. Hpw to compute and interpret directly adjusted

rates when you are adjusting for'factors other
than age. a

7



1. WHEN TO ADJUST RATES .

.
.

Brdefly examine the illestra,tion which compares th'e

overall mortality of two states in' 1960.,

,:.You Nyightliave guessed that the two states pictured

above,areAr&zonal (on the left) and Alaska (on the right)..

If you were 'a health researchef"interestea iR the effect

of climatic .conditions' bn mortaliqw you might decide to

_study deaths in,-..these two states. This would allow the

comparison of mortality in a
4
cold, damp clithate with

mortality in a, hot, drY-one.

L .-

Ct

Look,at the clou'Ae'drth rael4or 1960 in these two

Alaska's crude

Arizona's crude

YOu might ,be

that Alaska

S 1313 edenthi).:;;;1., .005E or 5.8' per 1000.death rate.=
226167(populatioh)

death rate= 10121.(deaths), 0078 or 74:$ per 1000.130216f(popillation)

surprised, considering the climate, to find

has the smal-ler rates

0

.

).Question 1. What state would you have expected to have had the
hig'her rate if climatic conditions *were generally a,ssociated with
mortality?' .

.4

t

A little knowledge of the Populations of these
- .

states might cause"you to adjust,your interpretation.

Look at the.age structures of the two states.ds repre-

sented in the following diagram,
-

1

ARIZONA , .

'dung -medium,, old

Crude "-4.7.8
death rate 1000

,ALASKA

Ala,skal a newer state, has tbnded to attract a

c

younger population. The dry, warm climate of Arizona hag,

on the, other hand, attrac2d,many older persons. In fact,

thedifferencenin crude rates can perhaps be at least

partially explained by the simple fact that.Arizana has

an older population than Alaska. We should consequently

expecZ relativelymore deathg in Arizonasimply because

there are relativell more old people there, and. old

ppople are at a high risk of dying.

"T.;
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The presence of a variable such as agf in this
.

situation is one of the conditions necessary forcomputa:

tion of adjusied rates., We call such a variable a t,

confounding ,iactor because it cohfounds or blurs the

comparison of .interest. In othQr words, the difference

We. have ohserved in crude ate; can be expla'ined at lea's't

'partly by the difference in age structureS.:-

. , . -

Question 2. ,True'or False. If the two crud rates had been /exactly

the same, this would give strong evidence to suggfst that cline ,L
. 4

4 factors have no 'effects of overall. mortality.

S.

sy

A. .Four Conditions

Although the preSenceuf a (1),confounding factor is

. the prtimary cpfiditiOn.for rate adjustment, th-ere are in

all, four bask conditions for rate or proportion adjust-

ment:
' . ,

...
You are interested in a camparispn 4net a

4

,.single population). . .

' ..
.

The event. or characteristic of interest (in

this case death) is defined fOr.purpose of

nalysks as a rate: (e.g.; death rate) or

proportioA (not the mean ofa continuous:
.,,,. .

variablelike blood pressure,where other kinds

.of adjustment are-sometimes used). .

.

Your comparison invdlves overall' r4tes(rpt .

'specific. rates),
,

Note that All four conditions have to be satisfied to

adjusting rates: .And this is certainly trud or

the example we haVe been considering.

Question 3. True o False. If you had been interested,in comparing
A

mean number of physicians per county between the two states Zinstga'i

of comparing deathrates), you would need to do rate adjustment.,

,4

.

Question 4. True or False. If foi the above example you were only

interestl in comparing the, mortality rates forPersons in....,,..\.the age.

gtoup 5564, you would need to adjust reties with respect toage.
. . %.

Give two reasons for your answer.
. , .

.

' .

.B. . Should OveraLls,Rates Ever Be Used rt A11?

-

.;
. e

$ An epidemiologist named.Woolsey (1950), dkpressing

.n .pinion Shared by several otherresearchers,has
.

poinpd nut that "specific Dates are assential.beciuse it.
1 .

'is only thr'ough the analyss'of specific'rates that an

accurate and detailed study can .be.made 'of the variation
-among'population classes." ,

4
Neverthelessan over-all rate can'be.4uite useful as .

a convenient summary of the information in an enfire.,
schedule of specific rates. Thjs is essentiailybecaeS'e.

,

making interpetations can -become 4ifficultMlen the number.
,

Of specific ratos is large, Also, a.single

especially convenient whenadditiodal variables Of ,

interest need to be brought inta analysisat a Aater.stage.,

Howeyor, there certainly are situations when use.ar

an overall rate would be inappropriate orat leas$.of

questionableval:ue. The criteria for judging when in

4overall rate should'not be used are:

Interest in a Specific Group The comparison ofs

interest is cldarlireStricted to'a specific gr.oup.

-'-,Note, again, 'Zhai-i.f.your'spcific grOUp is still

very broadly defined, then age mayistill be a

confounding factor, and you may still (need to adjust

your rates":)

#

. 1



Age
Group

Arizona Alaska Arizona Alaska

Don't. Use

Overall R.ate
Do Use

Overall Rate

..,

Inconsistency. There is noticeable, inconsistency

in the 4irection of age-specific differencei; i.e.,

specific rates are noticeably'higherfor one

population at certain-ages but noticeably lower.

,at. other .(Note4hat

when this reason is valld, no single Overall rate

%-.
for each population would pick up, the age-specific

.differences. Rather, use of an overall rate would
........_

,tend to-mask such differences.)

Age .Pop. A 'POP. B
Group yitate

I

Rate
. , . .

Age Pop. A Pop. B
Gigotip Rate Rate

9

I

Don't'ps
overall-Rate

1I2

Do Uie
.Overall Bate .

-"

The fallowing example illustrates use of the second

criterion. Look at the following table of age-'specific_

deatiratcs for Alaska and Arizona in 1960:

.AR

Age

NA (1?6(1)

Death Rate/1000

<1'

1-4

5-14
,

15-24

-..- 15-34,

35-44'
. .

0-54

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

. +.

33.9

1.8

0.5

1.5

1.9 -

3.3

7.7

17.5

35.9

78.4'

165.0

7.8

p
ALASKA (1960) '

Age Death Rate/1000

<1 43.1

1-4 2.12

5-14 Q.9 .

15-24 1.4

25-34 1.8

35-44' 3.9
.

45-54 9.1

55-64 16.4 '

65 -74 39.8

75 -84 105.6

"+
142.9/

5.8

Note that .there is only one age-specific category

(i.e.,.85+) in the above data for which-the rate fqr Arizona

is noticeably higher than the Corresponding-rate for Alaska.

Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that the direc

tion'of the age - specific differences is more or less

consistent for these data so that using an overall rate

:would beTmeaningful..,,

/ Question 5. Suppose you Wished to compare tWo populations with the

following mortality rates: t

Population A Popnlation.B

Young 13.2/1000 '

Old ',9.5/1000

10.3/1000.

15.9/1000

True or False: An overall rate is appropriate here.

13
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C. Review Questions

Suppose you were interested in comparing typhoid fever attack

rates resdlting from an epidemic in two adjacent communities. Suppose,

also that you knew that race was aJ ociatedwith typhoid attack rate

in the general population. Further suppo the data look like-xhis:

Community 1
Attack Rate/10(10

Cgmmunity 2
'Attack Rate/1000

Blacks

Whites

Overall.

Crude Rates

2.18

8.99

- 1.96

8.81

5.04 .7.80

1. Can you listthe four conditions for rate adjustment

general description that

al k

bi

2. The confounding factor

covers these 4 conditions)?

c.

d.

<or give a

in the above example is

3. Circld as many f the following terms as are appropriate that

describe the charac = istic of primary interest (i.e.,'the

variable about Which a c arison.is.desired)?

a. 'confounding factor

b. death 'rate

,

4. a. Are race- specific rates consistently

'over the other community? Yes
0.4

Lew No

1 Dogs your answer to 4a support die u e of .an

c. attack rate

mean of a continuous

igher.ior one community

Yes No

How many

Sall rate?

of the four-conditions for rate adjustment are sci3fied?

True or False. the rate for-Blacks in Community

instead 'of 1.94* you, should--adjust rates. Why?

Check your answers on page 28.

2 were 5.2,

8

40

2. WHAT ADJUSTED RATES DO

AND HOW TO .COMPUTE THE' DIRECT RATE

'A. A What'AdjUsted Rates Do

NOw that you have learned when to adjust rates, yoti

are ready to learn how 0 perform-this adjustment. Let

us return to fhe A'rizona-Alaska example:

ARIZONA ALASKA

You
Will

AA4417
These
Rates

Recall. that this. example involves'a comparison of

-overaln-ates In order to draw conclusions 'about the k
4

possible effects-of climate on the forc of mortality.

In making this comparison, we must remove the effect of

the confounding factor (age); so that any diff ence in

rates-that is actually found can not be-expla d.by.age
4-fit

differences in the two'states.

The method Of adjustment to be treated in this

-v---prograM is called the direct method? The direct method

gets i.ts name because it faces the problem of.adjusment

head on. (9ther methods of adjustment are discussed in' .

the references.) It doei this Icy forcing the comparison ,

of the two populations to be made on the basis of a,

common age distribution. In other words, the confounding.

b

9
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"facto.diretfy ,remove d by the subst'tution of a-

commonage distribution for the separate age distributions

be compared as if they,had.sothat both populations

the, same age steuctere.

Crude

Rates

'Adjusted

Rates

FroM the above illustrat on, an be seen that
hecaus* of the confoundi factor,,comparing crude rates

comparingtliffer nt kihdsiotfruits (e.g,,
4 ,

Orange and'apple), wherea , comparing adjug'ted rate's is

iike-Comring two o e same kind'(e.g:, two
pears). The direct method remov the_Confounding
factor by substituting a commonage distribution for the
separate Age distributions of the two pbpulations

information xeql,lired forThe two-basic pieces of

this tasiOare:

a. theage) specific (death)

r,for each'iest population..

43:41tA standard population:

rates.(or

The information for this example is presented in

,t,he,:twe.tahlesOn the following page. The age- specific

rates. fox Aiiiona-an# Alaska are' given in Table 1. .A
-

;4. standard (1960 U.S. standard million) is given.

Table 2. .

10

- .

proportions)

TABLE

Populations'at Risk (PAR) and Age-Specific Delah

Rates (pf) for Arizona and Alaska by Age .(1960) r

AGE

<1
.

1-4
5-14

15-24
25-34

35-44
45-54

55-64

65-74
75-84

85+

,. ARIZONA

'PAR

34599
132367
285830

186789
169878
17.3029

136573
92871

63634

22499
4092

ALASKA

PAR P

.0339.

.0018-

.0005

.0015
a0019

.0033

.0077

0175
.0359
.0783

- .1650

7101

27092
46110
40722

39672

31981,

18957

9146

.3745

1354
287

.0431

.0021

.0009

.0014
ID018

,0Q39
.0091

.0164

.0398
/-

J1050

.1429.

TOTAL 1302161 .0078- 226167 ,0058

TABLE 2
a

Standard Million Population of United States by Age (1960)

es

AGE ,.s PAR

<1

1-4

15-24

-25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64
65-74.
75-84

8.54,

22883
8l2

1%727
133591

126559

133515' 4

114381
92650

60158

24933
4791,

TOTAL * ,,c 10Q0000
".

11
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Question 6. Look at Tables 1 and 2 to answer the following:

a. What is the 65-74 death rate for Arizona?

b. What is the 35-44 population-at-risk for the standard?
r
c. What is the 35-44 death rate foe the standard?

Notice that the difference between the kind of

information given ,in Table'l and Table 2 ig that Table 2
does; ot contain any age-specific or even total crude t

death rates. This was a purposeful omission because

standard rates are-not needed (and sometimesvpot even
known) for, the computation of the dir ct rate. Actually,
the age-specific PAR's given in Table /1 are not formally'
needed"either and we have put them in onlz because this

is usually done for completeness and to give a sbnse of
the difference in age structures.

The standard, populatton is that common distribution
referred'to above whose primari-Turpase is to serve as a
reference group or'stand-,in ,(substitute) for the different
age distributions of Arizeria'and Alaska. The choice of
the standard depends upon the particular situation and is
in some sense always. arbitrary. The S.tandard.used here

was the U.S. 190 standard milliorybetause this latter

group,was a reasonable, common de ominator for theApopu-
.

lations. of the,two states. This choice alsb has'the

advantage of being equally good for d'ily othet state we
later decide to compare with' both Arizona and Alaska..'

Generally, the standard. is chosen to agree as cloSe,lxy,as

possible with the populations'of interest. (Often;
indeed,.the average of the two populations is used as'the .

'standard.)., Nevetiheless, as you would bope: the choice.

of. the standard, usually (although notali4ys) does not
affea the direction of the results of{your compa'risdn.'i

.

12

Question 7. What choice of standard population would:Yciusuggest

for comparing rates'in Epgland and Wales 11.'1970?
ti

Question 8. Which of the following populations would beOnost

appropriate for comparing 1974 death rates in two North Carolina

counties?

a. 1974 U.S. pop. b, 1974 N.C. pop. :c. 1960 N.C..pop,

Question 9. Which of'the following populations would be,,least
.

appropriateas a standard for comparing 1974 deathrates of, whites

' and-blacks in a given N.C.

a. 1974 N.C. pop.

b: 1974 pbp, of the

county?

c. 1970 pop. bf the givehcounty
a

given county d. 1970 U.S. pop.

To 4immarive, thebasiC idea in computing a direct.

rate for a test population (e g., Alaska) is to compute

what the (hypethetical) crude rate'would be for the test
population' i iphad thd same age structure as the

standard (e. ., United States). When this is,done for

"'two test po ulatiions using the same standard, the.con-a
foundlkig ,factor is removed because the two populations

are thus being treated as if they had the same age

structure.
.

Note that since neither Alaska not Arizona actually

has the 'same age structure as.the United States; their

.direct rates Ausing the same standard)' are hypothetical.

itflowever, although, the adjusted rates are, hypothetical,

they are nevertheless', comparable..

a

1_9
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Crude Rates
° , . Not Comparable

-

Adjusted Rates
Hypothetical

But Comparable

B. ' How To Compute the Direct Rate

You will now lehrn how to compute the direct y

adjusted rates for Arizona and Alaska using Tables land

2. The pr:oceduie:for computing-the direct rate for any

given test population involv'S three Ateps:

Step 1: Compute expected cases

specific group.'

Step 2:' Cbmpute. total expected
f=

. Step 3: Compute direct xate.

for each

cases.

*1

,
r

-Now, in the Arizona- Alaska example; the-:cases we
s. . -. O

are oonsiderinaredeatha. The total expected c4ses''
-- ,

*--refer to the hypothetical number of deaths'iri the-V test .,

populatiou(e.g.., Alaska, or Arizona) .that would:b'e ,

expected,if the test population had tbe same,age Struc-,

t,
.

ure as the standaia.. To get 'the total expected daseS,t,'

you must sUm o3fet.41 groups the expected'cases
.

for each
`,.

specific group. z.
/4

,

Tables:1 and 2 are repeated here b,pcatis,e they are

'both needed to compute .5tep:I:

A
.

14

1

PoPulations at Risle''(PAR) and Age-SpecifiC7'Deat1

Rates (p)' for Arizona.a4nd Alaska by AA, (1960)

TABLE 1

.

ACE
ARIZONA.

PAR

ALASKA

PAR

<1
1-4

5-14

15-24
25-34

35-44
4.5 -54

55-64

65-74
75-84

85+

16,

34599 .0339
132367 .0018
285830 .0005
A86789 .0015
169878 .0019,

.173029 .0033
136573 .0077
92871 R1175
636310 .0359
22499' .0783'
4092 .1650

7101 .0431

27092 .0021
46110 .0009

1 40722. .0014
39672 :001$
31981 .0039
18937 .0091

9146 .0164

3745 .0398

1.354 .1056
'287 .1429

TOTAL 1302161 .0078 226167 .0058

TABLE 2

Standard Million Population of Unit'd ;States

1)s)
AGE PAR,

<1
'1-4%

'5-14
15-24

25 -34

35-44

45-54
55-64
'65-74

75-84
8$4-

by Age (1960)

' 22883.
$9812
196727
133591

J.26559
'4)3515
114381
*92650
60158.

24933
4791

TOTALQ... 1000000

21
15
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. .,

Step 1: Find the expected number of deaths for each age,
t

group by multiplying the standard population

PAR by the test population rate for each age -

specific' group,

0

For an example of Step 1, looking back. at Tables 1 and:2
to get the data, you an multiply as follows to get the

expected deaths fo ages 5-14 in Arizona:

Expected
Deaths

for Each
Age Group

430

196727 x .0005 = 98 (rounded'off).
4

(Note that conventions about rounding off vary. For

'simplicity we shall use rounding to.the nearest whole,
.number in the Arizona-Alaska example, bUt in later

examples we will carry one or.two deCimalpiaces--even

though that will seem to involve thinking abou.rfractions
-.of deaths or of disease cases.' In practice it is usually
'sensible to carry at least one more decimal place in
intermeld.i.ate calculatiofiS than yoil plan to use in the
final result.) .

Question 10. Using Tables l'and 2, find the expecXed deaths for ages

55=64 in Arizona.

x

.,

question 11. Looking back at Tables 1 and 2, how any expeCted'

death calculation's must be carried out in order to compute direct

rates for Arizbna and Alaska?

.'In order to perform-more conveniently all of,the necessary

compataitions required for the direct method, the basic0

.. 22 16

O

information of Tables 1 and 2 is rearranged into the
following table. The ,unnecessary information is left out

of this composite table and most, but not all, of the
calcdlations have been performed.

TABLE '3.

Standard Computing Format for.Direct Rate Adjustment

STANDARD
PAR

"'ARIZONA

P E p

ALASKA

E

AGE
Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 = 1 2 Col. 4 Col. 5= 1 x4 .

--___
< 1-7 --.,Z2883 .0339 .0431

.

1-4 89812 .0018 .0021 .189 .

5-14 196727 .0005
Qc_ ..0009 - 177

15-24 133591 .0015 200 .0014 18.7

25-34 126559 .0019 240 .0018 228

35-44 133515 .0033 441 .0039 52i

4-54 -114381 .0077' 881 .0091 1041

55-64 92650 . .0175. 1621 :0164

65-74. 60158 .0359. 2160 .0398 2394

75-84
--

24933 .C1783 1952 .1056 2633

85+ 4791-- .1650 791 .1429 '685
1

Total 1000000 .

The main difference between Table 3 and:Tables 1 and 2 is
that space Ls provided inlTable 3 for the results of Step

expected deaths (E). You will be asked to construct a

table like this later.

Question 12. Fill in the remaining blanks of expected deaths for

Arizona in Table 3. You

Ariiona <1:

Arizona 1-4:

may tiVe-the following space for calc'uations:

X

x

23
17



Step 2: Compute total-expected deaths, by addingexpecte&

dgaths over all age-spes4fic groups,

Step 2 is easy because all you have to do is add.the

'expecteedeaths computed in Step d. overall 'age .groups

(separately for Arizona and Alaska).

Question 13. Compute the total expected deaths for Arizona.
. A

. f

, .,

'Step -3: Compute:it direct rate by dividing the total
..A.-'

expected, deaths by the total standard population.
,. .

. .

Step 34yields the two (direct). adjUsted rates which 44 4
''-, 4

Y
are comparable, thodgh hypothetical. Thus, the direct 1. Rearrange able 4 in standard format so that adjusted rates can
adjusted rate for Arizona: .

be co;venfen lY computed and nonessential information is left
.

- 9322/1000000 =..00g322 out.. (You n ed not fill in the cells"that require multiplication,

or 49.3 zer 1000 if we found X° one decimal place. .

summation or division.) Try to do this without looking back to'

- ...-

TABLE 4

Age

.

Nonfarmers,
.,

Farmers
,

Stan are'
(combine, groups)

PAR p(CHD) . PAR p(CHD) PAR pr.
40-44 72 .125 37. .000 109 .083

NI'

45-49 158 .089 91 .055 249 .076

50-54 79 .177 /6 .079 155. .129
.,

55 -59 47 :277 43 - .186 . 90 .233

60+ 4 .500 '2 .000 6 .333

'
.

Total 360 .145, 249 :' 'INiS609 .11'7

question 4. Now perform Steps 1, 2 and *3 as needed to complete

Table 3 for Alaska and.arrive at the direct rate for Alaska. ,

C. Review Questions

- Suppose' you are given the followidg data for comparing the

coronary heart disease (CHO rates of white male\ nonfornir workers

40 anal over with thane ofwhile maIi farm workers 40 sayer in a

certain\ county in Georgia.

2 t 18

Age

1

A ' - :, 6 -

, -

.
.

.

./

. -

,

.6

, .

.

.

.

.

.

_.

2. Use the above rearrange le to compute 'a.d.Ntted rates, for-
nonfarmers and farmers.

farm as ji:

Fafiners:
"P-0-
`per PO:-

,'

4

Check. your an er- _On pa



Again let us

'interpret what has been achieved by adjustment.
/

INTERPRETING ADJUSTED RATES

return to o,ur Arizona-Alaska i3roblem to

4

ARIZONA

crude rate =
7.8

1.000

adjusted 9.3
rate ' 1000

O

6

ALASKA

crude rate -
5.8

1:000

adjusted
'rate

.. . -
. , Looking at the two adjusted rates in the above

.

picture, /ou.-1Atico
9
that-a-veryinteresting change 'has

- --r :

occurred: The op-listed rate Bp.r AlaSka (10%6/1000) iS
.

higher-than the adjusted.rato for Arizona (9.3/1000):

This is,141i'iversal from the earlier-crude
/ rates (.8/1000

..-

for'Aista and 7:81000 for Ar-izona).: Thus, when' the

ferehce,inage,-strure'of.the pepUlations inAlaska

and. Arizona are remove ;?'the forcecif mortality inAlaska
.--

ds:Attily higher -than tha *- in Arizona.

. - _ .. ,.,

Question Osing,the.adjusteC,fates for llaqka and Arizona, which
-

state appears to ba-betier.oftwith, re ard:o.moitalitS/

o

Question 16. Which of the folloWing do you think best Ileacribes the

likelihood of your getting a similar reversal if a standard other

than U.S., 1960 was used?

a. impossible to get reversal with another standard

b. certain to 4ek reversal with another standard

c. possible, but generilly unlikely to get reversal with another

.standarB

d. generally likely to get'a reversal with another standard.

, You may Wislqd review what you have learned by
- working through another example. Furthermore, you may

'be interested in an example fof which the confounding,

factor is not age.
- .

a

0,

4. R -EVIEW USING A CONFOUNDING FACTOR OTHER THAN AGE

'Letbs return to the a on typhoid fever 'attack,

'rates resulting from an epidemic in two adlaont communi7

TABLE 5.,

Race '-
Community-1

.

Community,2

:

Standard

(Combined:
Communities)

PAR p PAR s p t PAR
.

'1744 ,..

White

2757

'2002

,

.00218 '

.0089,9

1020,

-5901

.00196

1A0481

'

3777

7903

.

Total 4759 .00504 . 6921

.

.

.00780 * 11680,

You should

adjustment

.of the two

,

have prevApusly (page 8) concluded that rase-

was appropriate for comparirig,theattack-rates

communities controlling for the confounding

EactOr race:_
. ..

.4

0:1
".

2.7
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Question 17. Rearrange Table .5 in standard form leaving o . 0

extraneous information and compute the direct race-adjusted ates.
a.

Use the space below:

/

Rabe

ti

Total:

Adjusted rate for Community 1:

Adjusted rate for Community 2:

Question 18.

4

Using the adjusted rates just computed, which community'

has the higher attack rate?

Question_ i9. True or

.rate 'also had the higher

*

The community with the higher crude

direct rate.

'QuestiOn'20. Did the adjustment process widen or narrow the

.difference in rat between the tWo communities?

.
,, , .

.0
.' , -'

Eveiy ekamPle in'this Module his adjusted rates for-

-a single confounding factor. These techniques, however,
.

can'be,extended teadjust fOr-,severai confounding'factors,
1 ofoi example, age.and- race. simultaneously. All that is-

needed is rates--specific *each subgroup (e.g..4 death /
.

.rates, for ,white males age- 15 -24) and's. standard population

-Cia'ssified into such subgroUpp. -
s

.
-

To 'fest your knOwledge take the post tests that

follow s Af-you get les's than-90-percent on thistest,

47nushOnlid,either.review this mddulenx readlrom.'4anether

s0.0'C:e".(40eCtOp111,,:keferences).,;
LAO

:
'i"22

S. POST TEST

(At least 90 percent is the expected performance level.)
,

The,following table presents mortality data for year

X on two hypothetical communities.(A and in..North

Carolina, giving the population (PAR) and the death

rates (p) for each communitAne for a combined

standard, (A + B) within each three age groups:

TABLE Ia

Age
Community A Community B Standard (A+B)

PAR . p PAR p PAR p
IF

Q

Young 2000 .0020 1000, .0010 30Q0 .0017

Medium 2000 1050,, 2000. .0050 4000 .0050

Old 2060 At.61100 3000 .0090 5000 .0094

I. ,
Total 6000 ,0057 6000 .0063. 12000 .0060 -

^.

1.' a.' Whitt conditiOns-neeeto he satisfied _to justify the

use of rate adjustment for, this example?'

i.

b. Which of these conditions are satisfied for this

example?

c. Assuming thatyou are not interested in only ode

.,specific age,groug, what should -you check to deter-

mine whether_ose of overall:iates.are_appropriate?_

29
,Y

Points

4 pts.-

2 pts.

3 pts.

23,
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d. 'Giie the result of this check for the above example.

sa

2. Which of the following standard populations, would

be least appropriate for use in adjustment of thebye

data?

i. Pooled communities (A+B)..for Year X

ii. U.S.yopulatiOn for Year X+2

iii. Fooled,communities for Year X+ 2\ ,

iv. N.Co population for Year X

b. Which of the following characteristics are appropri-

ate for, describing the standard population.in this

example?
.

i. - Standsrin for the age distribution'of both A
0

Arr,

. and B

ii. Should be chosen _to resemble A and B as much

as possible" '

1

iiil Standard rates are not, needed foy computation
.

.

of the direct rate'
1

c.- Which of the following- characteristics correctly
-

describe the adjusted rate for Community A?.

i. The crude rate for Community A if this

community had the age-S-Pecifiol rates of the

standard :...

fi. 4 hypothetical rite-

Comparabele to, the adjggted

same standard is used _
* c

rate of Bif the

r-..r

Complete -5e following table.for calculation of

,:-the-direct ate:

Points

3 pts.

3 pts.

3

5 pts-.

ti

24

o t

TABLE lb

!

Age

a
Standard

(A+B)

Community

.p.

A

Expected
Deaths

Community

.

P

B

Expected
Deaths

Young

Medium

Old
1

3000

4000

5000

.0020

:0050

.

'

.0010

.0050

.009050

1

Total 12000 .
-

b. Using your ;egults in (3a) compute the direct

adjuted rates for each community.

Community A.

'Community II:

, c. Based on your adjusted rates, which- community is

worse off? '

d. True or Falsi. You would have made a different

conclusion if you had only used theerude rates

for Communities A and B.

Points

8 pts.

8 pts.

3 pts.

3 pts.'

II. Table IIa jives incidence rates of.mongolism.(per live

birth) specific- to birth order for two mhtirnal age

groqps it Michigan for the period 1950-1964:

TABLE Ita

-Birth

Order

Maternal
Age

1!1.R

20-24

p

-Maternal
Age <

PAR.R.

20 .

p
,

Michigan

,

PAR
-

p

1 330000 , .00043 230000,ie. .00047 731000 .00056

.2 327000 00046. 72000 .00035. 725000 .00068

3 . 3---.6000 .00040 .15000 .00020 569000 , :00083

4 69000 .0038 '2000 .00044 358000. .00115

5+ . . 31000' .00026 500 .00000 443000 .00167'

Total 933000 .00043 319500 :.00043- 2826000 .00090 .

31
,
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4. a. What is the confounding factor iri this example?

. .

b.. How many birth o'der groups contain higher specific

rates for maternal age group < 20 than'for the

20-24 group?

c. True or False. Your answer in (4b) gives support.

for rate adjustment. ,

5. a. What two basic pieces of information have been

provided which are necessary for computation of

adjusted rates?

b- Whether or not you thinl it is appropriate in-this

case to use an .overall rate, rearrahge the above

data into. standard computing format and fill in all

the blanks in the table

TABLEliab

Birth
Order

1

2

3

4.

5+

MiChigan
-Standard

PAR:

",

731000,

725000

_569000

358000

4431306'

2826000

MaternSi
Age 20 -24

Maternal
-

Age< 20_

1.

Points

,

3 pts.

3 pts.

3 pts.

5-pts.

oo.

pts.

8

_c. Compute the adjusted rates for-bothmaternal age

groups.

20-24:

<20: P'

6. a. Which group ii of higher risk for mongolism births?

b. True or False. There was a reversal in the

comparisOn- when oin& from crude to adjusted rates.

.1

should. State the ono shreservation that you have

regardipg the conclusions you havetreadhedin

(6a) and (6b).

Points'

8 pts.

5 pts.

A

5 pts.

5 pts.

TOTAL E
-SCORE:

6. RECOMMENDED FOLDOW-UP ACTIVITIES

It is retommended that you nowstudy the indirect

method of rateadju.stment an its compariSon to the direct

method. Then you may want to continue with statistical
..

inference'for tomparing adjusted rates.

I

APPENDIX: A STANDARD *MILLION'

A stanflaTd million is a pop tion (PAR) whose ,

:numbers in sriecific categories een changed inaorder

to total-=1 -millionT-whiierrema

.
preportions.The process of revision to total 1 Million

.

amounts to finding the proportionate part of the total

pOulaition in each specific group (inalagous to the.
27



"-"iittr 0.111y one of tshe four' descriptions is correct, namely..,

rji-to both questiona.,

5

to

.

t

*-z

. (1.-_-,;. Pars-4" becauie -1.-he racers_pecific_xaies woul
`I 1 ....-- _--, same crttectiort, fiDr cash- race. --Thu's, ti ov rall 'rate would-Rot -.;:.--='5,--

.be-meani;itgfurand -this Conditidliff-ar iustment wouldlii4 be met,. .

of vary

e
i"--19

/4;-.::::.-7:1f4-
__ _p --.../

".-:-
--- .

-Pi"c4)-41:2-Pia;=---'---:'-f----'!---'-'.------YAIC-.=:-.'-'.;;'-'.-----
&d,__spei.rferer ____--___-_,_,., propot-

. a.- 000- 000 x tionate-2.-= ' '
. -----,;---.P4---=-

--'

_---;:-
:111()-375;7

<1

1-4

00:414,

15-44,,

25 -34

-55144

45-54

55-64

65-74

71-84, '
- 85-**"

\ .: - _,-.,___

4 ;J:Ei,--415,5'.-:::1---

1160J5,..4iY-
35,474,-881::

24,089,,.957

22,821,8'88

24,076.,192

2121,,625,775

16,707,225

10,848;086

-4,1496,032

. '863,922

-

-

'.--:-.-.7.- ---% ;-:-.-/---.T.-,,,c--`:-;

.04. II,... -,":-.:T-f--,-:::.:;:;:,.:;-_:F-::-:-...:2i_,ps3..

--- --481:::::-Z-'

''4*i0`-',--.--
---.1,33593.-

.12659:*---.::
. :-1.4351i.

.114381 _

;_.O92650

.0601558

. .024931

-064791 ,,

-iieigti-7,--

196,7,27
___ ,-

, -.,/;:c133,591

- - -416- 559t

133,515

114,381

92,650

60,158
.

24,933

-4,791

-----

4..

-

.

.
.

Total

.

40,325°,775 1.00W00
,

,
.1,000,000

4-

/'
'13: ANSWERS- TO. REVIEW 'SECTION QUESTIONS

IC. Revieve'Questions

rate orraropoition - e., overan rate

1

:-,

,.. 1 If'y you got all the answers_ on the review right yOu--

--,--7-7.,aTfeleady t--o-Iieed to Section 2. L(coU missed more
.

,

'7.1):- : :-01411_.one you ought :to. reread Section i.before proceeding-.
-,- , r : ; - ,

2. Rey.iew Odstions,

. Your-rearranged table should look as follows:

C

2.

Age

.
_

Standard
'PAR

Nonfarmers Faimers

.P
exp".
cases

-
P

.,--

exp.
cases

40-44

45-49

50 -5.4

55759

60+

'''''1199".:',-/..

,249

155
. 90

6 '

.125
,,-,,,,,,

:089 ''''

.17.7

.277

.500

.000

.055

,.079

- .186

-,..000

,-,
t-,,

.

T
Total _609

..- .

Age Standard
PAR

e

Nonfarmers Farmers

p
exp.
cases p

exp.
cases

40-44'

.
h..- comparison confounding factor

The 'best answer from thel-information you are given is race.

.w--poesibie---"ther.--ageTinight."-rilifo',be" factor, the
example does not considif age.

C. ,

r" .

28

45-49

50-54

55-59

60+

--109

249

155

90
I 6

.125

.089;24\524

.177

.277

:5130

13.625
.161

27.4-15

24.930

3.000,

.000

.055

.079

.186

.006

-4. Total 609 91.151

0

13.695

12.245

16.740

0

42.68

29
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The answer here should be False since the comparisOn of rates

within age-Specific groups (broadly classified into old and

'young) diffdrs greatly and in a different,directidn depending

on the age group.

Adjusted Rate for Nonfarmers.

Adjusted Rate for Farmers:

,

42609

=.0.1497
609

68
=

.f

or 14:97 per 100.

0:0701 or ?7.01 per '100.

.

(Note that we have earlar expressed rates as numbef

per thousand but we are 'expre4Ong these rates as number-

pet hundred. The choice of such a base is really arbitraiy.

.The guiding principle is usually that the smallest rate

has a single digit to the left of 'the decimal point.)

ANSWERS-To IN-TEXT QUESTIONS 1-20

.
1. Alaska, because,of its colder, damper climate, which you would

expect to make it have a higher mortality rate.

2. -FaI'Se. Though there would be some evidence to suggest that
501

there are no climatic effects overall, the domparison of interest

is confounded by the factor age. If no difference in crude rates

is observed, this may be entirely due to difference in age

''-'5:' structures between Alaska and Arizona. Similarly, any large,

difference (such as the one we observedin the illustration) (

7_Migheal,sO heexplained'entirely by 'the age. factor.- Also', there

may be othei confounding4actors such as the number or quality

0Vmedical care facilities thatcould explain any observed dif-

ference.or-mask any true difference. 1 '

.'ralse,becaust your event of interest is not defined asfa rate

but' rather as, a mean.
'

-4. Filse,',because (a) you would not be interested:in comparing
.

ZPV1er, cat rates, and (b),..hecause agt would hOt be a.,6Onfounding
,

l*COr*:.. Note, however; that the e groill44' may not be
4 , .

restricted enough so :that within this agd-group, there

'confounding due-to age.-

36 4
30

6. a. .0359 b. 133515 c. not given.

7. Either total GrZit Britain 1970 or England and Wales 1970

would be good. U.S. 1960 would not be as good as it would be

further removed in time and piece!

8. (b.) since 1974 N.C. populaLon.is more closely related to

the two counties than the other two.

c
9. Since 1974 U.S. population is the least related to the

population of the two groups of interest, the answer is (d.).

10. 92650 x .0175 = 1621.

11. 22, since there are ll.age groups in Arizona and 11 in Alaska.

12. Arizona < 1: 22843 x .0339. 776

Arizona 1-4: 89812 x.0018=

13. 9322, which is obtained by summing all expected deatfiS4in,

column 3 .of Table 3.
404,.

14. .010560 or 10.6 per 1000 if we round to one decimal place.

15. Your answer should be Arizona, since *it has the lowdr adjusted

rate.

16: The correct answer_is (d.), because usually (though not

always) the results will be comparatively the same regardless

of the stiindard hosen, especially-if the standard reasonably

relates to the p ulations being,somparedk .:
1N

'. f "
17. Your answer should be as as'in the following table:

1400.10*-
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.

.

Race
.

Standard
PAR

Community.

.

1

--;._exp.

deaths

Community

P

2

exp.

deaths

Black

White
.

3777

7903

.00218

.00899 1

8.234

71.048
.

.00196

0( 81

7.403

69.625

Total 11680 79.282 77.028
--

.ajustedrate =

i 4
total expected. deaths

tottllstandard population
4

n 79:282 .

Community 1:-
11680

.00679 or 6.79/1000

Cnimunity. 2: 77.°2: "00659 or'b.59/1000.
I

18. Your answer is CoMiunity 1.

19. False.
4 e

' 1. .. c
:.

. ,., .20.- 13br answer should'ke narrow, since the differencebetween'Crude °'

rates ie.7.80/1000 - 5.04/1060 = 2.76/1000 whereas the dIfferencel-

.---'
. ,

hetileen adjustedxates is6.79/1000 7 p,59/;000 - - 0.20/1000.

Thus the adjustment process narrowed the difference considerAly.
I.z. - .,:..,. ,, '. i. .

:-,

10. ANSWERS 't(), 1110ST TgST.-\.

troti *

-a: (1.)

' :(1i)-

b. all of thei

rate or proporation

ceipariilon

1 t
, ,-

,

(iii)' overall rate'-

(iv) confounding factor

C. Check to see whether diffettbcesfin specific

Consistently An the same direCtiOn over all specific groupi.
ii:

f

,.

0

/

Aft .
rates are

32

as

1 .

d. mmunity A's specific rate's, are as high or higher than,

those of Community B in every case, if rates ar-

sistent. Thus an overallrate is appropriate.

I

All of thei
t.

411 but (i)

TABLE Ib

Age

Stand-
and

(Atli)

Community

P

A

Expected
Deaths

Coghtnity

P

B .,

Expected.
Deaths -'-

Young

' Medium

Old
.

.

3000

: 4000

5000

.

.0020

.0050

.0100

-

6

.

.0010

.0050

.0090

s.

, . 3 !,- .

20 20.

5010. 45
.

Total (2000 '' 76 68
.

..

b. Community A: 76 = .00633 or 6.33/1900
k_ 12000'

68
Community B:

12000
= .00567 or 5.67/1000.

- c. Community A

. .

d. 'True'

a.

b.

c.

a.

Birth order

Two

False

(birth order) specific rates

(ii) standard population



&i "
Order

.

Michigan
Standard
PAR '

Maternal
Group

P

Age
20-24

Exp.

Cases

Maternal
4Group--20

,.

P
0

Age

-40

Exp.

Cases,

.

1

2-

3,

4. '',

5+
,

731000

725000

569000

358000

443000

.00043

.00046

.00040

.00038:

.00026 :
,:r,

' 314.33

- 333.50'

227.60

136.04

115.16

.00047

-.00035

'.00020

.00044

.00000
,.."1 e

34347

-253.75

113.80

157.52

000.00'

Total 2826000' 1126.65 ' 868.64

c. Age 24-24: Adjusted 1126,.,65-*J

440Rate . 2826000 -39?

Age <.2p: Adjusted' 868.64

Rate 2826000'''4"'"/

ra,
207=24 maternal agegrogp.

b. True (crude rates were equal,'adjusted fates different).

c. Since oniwaternai%ig group does not'have.consisiently

'higherhirth=order rates ihaOthe othef7grOnO,

use-of overall:rates. questionahle,'bedauMe overall'

iregi:',Mask.hirth.orderspecifiLdifferelkei.
.

or 39.9/100,000

or 30.7/100,000.

4 a
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_STUDENT FORM 1

Request tor Help

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

%,

Student: If you have trouble with a specific parr of this unit, please fill
out this form and'takeit to yoditinstructor for assistance. The information
you give will help the author to revise the unit.

a

Your Name Unit NO.

?,1F,, OR

.Page .

SA/

OR
Section,

3.,

Model Exam
Problem NO.

.

C) Upper

()Middle

Q Lower

Paragraph A Text

Problem No.

Description of Difficillty: (Please be specific)

Instructor:' Please indicate your resolutioof)the difficulty in this box.

Corrected errors in materials. 'List corrections he5
4 rt 4

41.-

0-Gave _student better explanAtion, example, or procechire than in unit.
Give brief'bUtline of your addition here:

.17%

i . .

e
Assisted student in acquiring gene?al learning and problem-Bolving

..;,. .

skills (not
t,a*
using,.examples from this unit.) *

,
4

4'
. :42 .

Inatructor'aSignature



LE

0

ca

Name

AM&

STUDENT FORM 2

Unit.Questionnaiie°

Unit No. Date

Institution , ft= Course No.

'Returnt-to:-

'EDC/UMAP

55 Chapel St.
Newton,-MA 02160'-

Check ,the choice fOr each question that, comes closest to, your personal opinion.

1. How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?

No enouth td understand the unit -
Unit would have been clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of detail
Unit was occasionally too detailed,' but this was not distracting._
Too'much detail; I was often distracted

A

.2.. How helpful were the problem answers?

Sample solutions were too brief; I could not do the intermediate steps
Sufficient information was given to solve the problems
Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them

4t.

3.' Except for fulfilling the prerequisites, how much did you use other sources (for .

example,' instructor, friends; or other books) in order to understand the unit?
...

4
A Lot Somewhat A Little 'Not.at all .

' o

4. How long was this' unit in'corriParison tothe amount of time you generally spend on
a lesson (lecture and h6mework aseignMent) in a typical math or science course?

Much
Longer

SoieWhat
Lodger

,About.
the Same

) ' Somewhat
Shorter.

Much.
Shorter.

Were,any of the parts of the unit, confusing or distracting? (Check

'as many aseapply.)

Prerequisites
Statement, of.skills-.add concepts (objectives)

. Paragraph headings 7

. 'EXamples ,

----Special Assistance Supplement (if present)
Other; please explain

. . .

6
4

. Were an3f of the followidg parts of the unit particularly

apply)
Prerequisites

.

Statement of skills anti" concepts;'

_Examples.
Problem:4' ,

Paragraph headings
Table of Contents '...

.

Special Assistance SuPplement (if present)
-.

1

as

'Other, please explain
.°

helpful? (Check as many.

C-3

f.

,;Please describe -anything in .the unit that yOu did not particularly like.

Please describe anything that you ;found particularly helpful. (Please

this sheet of you need more space.)

3

use the backof .


